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Petroulla McDonell
93 Mary Gimore Rd
Brucedale NSW 2650
0412 638260



10/08/2020



Re Activation Precinct  



In October 2015 my husband and I found our dream property 93 Mary Gilmore Rd, Brucedale. 
What we loved and still love about the property is the peace and quite and the beautiful rural outlook.

My husband and I have 2 small children and own a business in Wagga Wagga so a place where we can come home unwind and relax was and is very important to us.

Our business Riverina Marine Centre draws people into the area from all over NSW, VIC and ACT.
We employ people in the Riverina and use the services of other trades such as cleaners, upholsterers, welders, painters, local logistic companies and other various parts businesses in Wagga Wagga. 

I think there are far better area’s to extend Wagga’s industrial area without impacting homes, prime farming land, destroying the habitat to a wide variety of flora and fauna.

The increase in population will lead to an increase in crime in the neighbouring homes. The smell and the pollution from the industries will also greatly impact our way of life and farming land. 

I think it would be horrific to see this Activation Precinct go ahead. 

We hope you will seriously re consider the re zoning of the industrial area to Mary Gilmore Rd. 
The land is beautiful and it would be heartbreaking to see it ruined.

NO, WE DO NOT WANT AN INDUSTRAIL AREA!!!!



Petroulla McDonell




 



Petroulla McDonell 
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